RPSMA Connector Line
PCB Mount Versions

VERTICAL PCB MOUNT

CONREV SMA001

RIGHT ANGLE PCB MOUNT

CONREV SMA002

VERTICAL PCB MOUNT

CONREV SMA008

HORIZONTAL PCB EDGE MOUNT

CONREV SMA003.031 for .031 Board Thickness
CONREV SMA003.062 for .062 Board Thickness

MULTI-MOUNT HORIZONTAL PCB

Mounting Options

Use of nut optionals

Clamps into molded case

Clamps into molded case

Serves as rear range
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RPSMA Connectors
Cable End Versions

FRONT MOUNT BULKHEAD RECEPTACLE

CABLE END - FEMALE - FOR RG-174

CABLE END - MALE FOR RG-174

PRE-ASSEMBLED MALE BULKHEAD-WITH RG-174

CONREVSMA004

CONREVSMA005

CONREVSMA007

CONREVSMA005-C08.5   (8.5" STANDARD)
CONREVSMA005-CXX.XX   (XX.XX=CUSTOM LENGTH, 1K MIN. ORDER)